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Dual bulb headlamps in red (6L0052180R)
or silver (6L0052180G).
Front chrome decorative grille kit (6L0052531).

Get used to success.

Get used to winning with this central exhaust

tail pipe made in stainless steel, spectacular

designs like the chrome finish wing mirrors or

the colour-coded dual headlamps. You and your

SEAT Cordoba will be a winning team.

Hatchback moulding (6L5071360).

Oval sporty exhaust pipe with SEAT
Sport’s signature (6L5072002).

Customised side mirrors (000072500). Race-style fuel cap in highly resistant
ABS chrome (6L0064700).

Personalised sill guards with the name
of the model (6L5071500).

Personalised SEAT Sport sill guards
manufactured in stainless steel
(6L5071510).

Black-backed rear lights (6L5052250N).

6L5072002-NC.jpg
93 dpi
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Enjoy the balance between looks and sportiness,

between design and performance. Enjoy a better

driving experience by installing the strut brace

or suspension kit. Feel the power of the Brembo

brakes as they stop your Cordoba in just a few

metres. All this without forgetting the exclusive

alloy wheels. A perfect combination between

technology and beauty.

Designed for a
harmonious balance.

Enjoy the most exclusive designs with these
alloy wheels.
6x14” DEVA (6L0601025F),
6x15” BEDIA (6L0601025G),
6,5x16” SEAT Sport Speedline (6L0071490)
and 7x17” SEAT Sport OZ (6L0071491).

Ensure maximum security with the
anti-theft device for wheels (000071500) and the
anti-theft wheel bolts (000071510A).

Sports suspension kit
(TDI ƒ 6L0071690 and petrol
6L0071691).

Strut brace made from highly
resistant steel (6L0071710).

The Brembo sport brakes kit (6L6071450) not only comes with
the guarantee of a leading manufacturer but also one with
experience in competing in top motor racing events world-wide.
The oversized brake disc along with the four-piston high
performance calliper give an immediate reaction even for
the sportiest drive. The kit also contains metallic lines that
give a faster and a more secure response. The technology and
materials used in the development of the Brembo kits are
the most advanced in the world of competition and have the
SEAT stamp of approval.

Sports pedals in aluminium and rubber
(000071700).

6L0071490-NC.jpg
204 dpi



Choose the winning combination.

Choose the winning combination of design and sportiness. See how the high quality gear knobs fit perfectly into

the palm of your hand allowing you to enjoy more control and grip for each gear change. Choose which

combination you prefer for the gauge covers or the dashboard trim kits. It’s all in your hands. You choose.

Aluminium instrument
panel mask (6L6072311).

Leather armrest
(6L6061000).

Hand brake cover in red (6L0064310R), black (6L0064310N) or technical aluminium
finish (6L0064310AL).

Sun roller-blind to protect from the
sun’s rays (6L5064100).

Chromed gear lever surround (6L0072400).

Dashboard trim kits
(models with air conditioning
6L0064703, with Climatronic
6L0064703A) and air vent trim kit
(6L0072300).

Spherical aluminium/black leather gear
knob for 5-speed (6L0064325A).

Allen gear knob for 5-speed (6L0064335). Spherical aluminium/red leather gear knob
for 5-speed (6L0064325AR).

Spherical leather/Air metal gear
knob for 5-speed (5P1064321).



Enjoy your favourite tunes.
Rear speakers improve the
sound quality in your car
(6L0051609).

With the CD changer with a capacity for up to 6 CDs

and a frequency of 10-20.000 Hz, you can listen to your

favourite tunes without interruption. Or if you prefer,

you can create your own mini cinema with these

portable DVDs. Thanks to the subwoofer installed in

the boot of your car, you won’t need to worry about

the quality of the sound.

The radio-CD Alana MP3
plays MP3 and CD audio
(6L0035186A).

The new 8” subwoofer (1P0051701) gives
a deep and powerful sound thanks to the
Bass Reflex enclosure and a 190 W RMS
amplifier and 80 W output, to keep your
ears wide awake.

Portable DVD player with Digital TV
(000051804).

Portable DVD player with 10,2” screen
(000051805).

CD box with holds up to 4 CDs
(6L0061131).

CD changer holds up to 6 CDs
(1J6035111).



Let yourself get carried away.

Avoid cuing with this navigation system
(6L0051700).

Turn on the air conditioning for the perfect temperature.

Start the navigation and GPS system and let them worry

about getting you to your chosen destination. Talk on the

phone without taking your hands off the wheel and enjoy

the perfect sound quality. Don’t miss out on this latest

technology. Let yourself get carried away.

The Bluetooth hands-free kit Parrot
CK3100 (000051455) comes with
an advanced system of noise
reduction and voice activation.

Air conditioning
(check engine series for references).

Enjoy the perfect temperature with this Climatronic system
(check engine series for references).

Bluetooth hands-free kit Nomad
(000051460).

TomTom ONE XL navigation kit
(000051810).

TomTom ONE navigation kit
(000051729).

Navigon 3100 navigation kit
(000051749).

Navigon 5100 navigation kit
(000051765).

Navigon 7100 navigation kit
(000051769).

VDO MS2050 navigation kit
(000051760).

The Bluetooth hands-free kit Parrot
CK3000 (000051453) can be used for
up to three different mobile telephones.



Ratchet fastening straps (000017771).
Tow bar with automatic coupling
head and locking device
(6L5092155).

Discover the full potential of your SEAT Cordoba. With the roof

bars and of course the tow bar both made from high resistance

aluminium and an anti-theft locking system (along with the two-bar),

you can enjoy your free time wherever and whenever without

compromising security.

More speed. More strength.
More agility.

Surfboard rack (445071127), ski rack (4 pairs of skis or

2 snowboards 3B0071129D,

6 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards 3B0071129E)

and bicycle rack (6L0071128A).



CHILD SEATS
LOCATION

SEAT MODEL AGES (approx.) WEIGHT Front Back Orientation
passenger seat seat in vehicle

up to 15 months up to 13 kg. YES YES Only towards back
PEKE G0 Plus If airbag is included With 3

000019220A this should be point safety-belt.

disconnected.

8 months 9 to 18 kg. YES YES Only towards frontPEKE G1
to 4 years Move seat back as With 3 pointIsofix Duo Plus

far as possible. safety-belt, side seats
000019221A

with Isofix.

3 to 12 years 15 to 36 kg. YES YES Only towards front
PEKE G3 Plus Move seat back as With 3 point

000019222A far as possible. safety-belt.

9 months 9 to 36 kg. NO YES Only towards front
RECARO to 12 years With 3 point

000019950A safety-belt.

The advanced Peke G1 Isofix Duo Plus child seat with Isofix

system, includes a mechanism which has one of the most

solid fastenings available on the market. This advanced

system incorporates a mechanism of high resistance that

consists of two fixed metal points. This means that the seat

is firmly attached to the chassis of the car, guaranteeing full

safety. With these Isofix seats, your children will always have

a guardian angel close by.

Your guardian angel does exist.

Peke G3 Plus seat.
For children from 3 to 12 years
(000019222A).

Recaro safety seat for
children (000019950A).

Footrest
(000019951).

Belt cushion
(000019954).

Impact cushion
(000019958).

Comfort cushion set
(000019955).

Peke G0 Plus seat.
For children up to 15 months
(000019220A).

Peke G1 Isofix Duo Plus
seat (000019221A).



1.2 12V 1.4 16V 1.4 16V 1.9 SDI 1.4 TDI ƒ 1.4 TDI ƒ 1.4 TDI ƒ 1.9 TDI ƒ 1.9 TDI ƒ
47 kw/64 hp 55 kw/75 hp 74 kw/100 hp 47 kw/64 hp 51 kw/70 hp 55 kw/75 hp 59 kw/80 hp 74 kw/100 hp 96 kw/130 hp

14” 15” 16” 14” 15” 16” 14” 15” 16” 14” 15” 16” 14” 15” 16” 14” 15” 16” 14” 15” 16” 14” 15” 16” 15” 16”

185/60 R14” 195/55 R15” 205/45 R16” 185/60 R14” 195/55 R15” 205/45 R16”

000091302A 000091302B 000091302A 000091302B 000091302B

000091301 058 000091301 058

Wheels

Tyres

Spikes Spider

Autosock

From now on nothing should surprise your SEAT Cordoba. The Spikes Spider and Autosock

snow chains are designed and made with the highest quality material. And with fog lights

that give a better distribution of light, and the fog lamp kit with all the spares, you’ll have

everything under control.

A clear road ahead.

Fog lamps (6L0052160).

Blue Xenon lamps for increased
night vision (check references).

Reflective jacket (000093900SA) and
warning triangle made of plastic reflective
material (000093056A). First aid kit
(6L0093000) and portable thermal box
with thermal case and temperature
indicator (000065200).

Bulb kit for single H4 bulbs
(000052004A).

Bulb kit for dual H3+H7
bulbs (000052037A).

Spikes Spider and Autosock
snow chains (see table).

P16_17-NC.jpg
163 dpi



To keep your SEAT Cordoba looking brand new, we developed some cleaning

maintenance products that give added protection to your car. They also enhance

the bodywork colour. With the elastic cover and mat set your vehicle will always

be in perfect condition.

Forever young.

Original car care products (check references).

SEAT Sport carpet mat with
aluminium heel pads
(6L0061500).

Rear mud flaps (6L6075101). The touch-up pencils guarantee an exact
body tone match (check references).

Elastic cover (6L5061701).

Carpet mat (black 6L5061225 041,
grey 6L5061225 528).

Personalised SEAT Sport carpet
mat with textile footrest

(6L0061510).

Rubber mat set
(6L1061500 041 black,
6L1061500 528 grey).



Audio/Navigation
Navigation system.

Siemens VDO MS2050

navigation kit.

TomTom ONE

navigation kit.

TomTom ONE XL

navigation kit.

Navigon 3100

navigation kit.

Navigon 5100

navigation kit.

Navigon 7100

navigation kit.

DVD player with Digital TV.

DVD player with

10,2” screen.

5,8” monitor.

CD changer assembly kit.

CD changer.

Additional CD holder.

CD box.

Front loading 6-CD Changer.

Single CD.

Bluetooth hands-free

kit CK3000.

The Radio-CD comes with navigation system and a 6,5” TFT screen integrated in the dashboard.

The Radio-CD has 4x20 watts power RMS, 24 pre-set channels, traffic information and RDS. The

navigation system provides information for alternative routes (TMC) and stores the last selected

destinations. Maps provided by TeleAtlas.

Portable navigation kit with 3,5” TFT tactile screen with 64 Mb internal memory and SD card slot.

IR receiver for remoting control on wheel. Interchangeable Lithium/ion battery.

Portable navigation kit with 3,5” screen. Only 260 gr. Bluetooth connection for TomTom Plus

Service available. “Door to door” route plan for Spain and Portugal. Different types of routes. No

installation needed. Plug and ready.

Tactile 4,3” wide screen. Real traffic control and TeleAtlas cartography. With Bluetooth 2.0. and

lithium interchangeable battery. Includes CD instruction manual, car battery charger, USB cable

and device holder.

Portable navigation system with 3,5” screen. Traffic and speed control. Indicates streets and

traffic signs. Includes CD, instruction manual, car battery charger, USB cable, device holder and

512 Mb SD memory card.

Portable navigation system with 4,3” screen. Traffic and speed control. Indicates streets and

traffic signs. Includes CD, instruction manual, car battery charger, USB cable, device holder and

512 Mb SD memory card.

Portable navigation systemwith 4,3” screen. Traffic and speed control. Indicates streets and traffic

signs. With Bluetooth system, it includes CD, instruction manual, car battery charger, USB cable,

device holder and 512 Mb SD memory card.

Multimedia system compatible with DVD, CD, CD-R, CD-RW, SVCD, DivX, MPEG, MP3 and WMA.

Panoramic 7” screen and Digital TV receiver. USB plug-in and SD, MS and MMC cards reader.

Includes transport bag, lithium battery, remote control, antenna, car and house battery charger.

DVD player with 10,2” screen compatible with DVD, DVD-R, DVD+R, DVD+RW, DVD-RW, VCD,

SVCD, CD, JPEG, MP3, DivX, WMA, Picture CD and Mpeg4. It includes USB connection and SD,

MMC and MS cards reader, battery, A/V and headphones.

Antiglare TFT widescreen (5,8” and 16:9) with integrated loudspeaker. Special display brightness

control that automatically adapts to ambient light. Video in and lighted remote control.

Includes all necessary parts to set up the CD changer ref. 1J6035111 in front glove compartment.

LHD only.

Changer with capacity for 6 CDs. Playback range 5-20.000 Hz (+/- 1dB), converter D/A MASH 1bit,

random playback facility. Installed inside the glove compartment.

Additional CD magazine with room for up to 6 CDs. Suitable to the CD changer ref. 1J6035111.

Up to 4 CDs. With visual sign for loaded tray and automatic ejecting system.

Capacity to hold 6 CDs.

Single CD player. Random play and track search.

Wireless connection with reduced energy consumption. Automatic telephone connection comes

with this option. It allows you to talk on the telephone without taking it out of your pocket. Voice

activated along with volume control. Car speaker connection for optimum reception. Comes with

call waiting system, redial and is synchronized to your phone book. Identifies entering calls and

recognizes up to 200 names.

6L0051700

000051760

000051729

000051810

000051749

000051765

000051769

000051804

000051805

000051200A

6L0051324

1J6035111

3B0051179

6L0061131

7M7051250

7M7035119A

000051453

Bluetooth hands-free

kit CK3100.

Bluetooth hands-free

kit Nomad.

Telephone bracket.

Hands-free kit SDB.

Rear speakers - 4 doors.

Subwoofer.

Radio CD Vieta MP3.

Radio CD Alana MP3.

Radio CD.

Wireless connection with minimum consumption of energy. Available with LCD information.

Automatic radio silencer. Automatic telephone connection comes with this option. It allows you

to talk on the phone without taking it out of your pocket. Voice activated along with volume

control. Car speaker connection for optimum reception. Comes with call waiting system,

redial and is synchronized to your phone book. Identifies entering calls and recognizes up to

200 names.

Easy plug-in and transport thanks to its reduced size. More than 10 hours’ conversation and 1

week battery life.

Specially adapted to the dashboard, it enables the installation of any hands-free kit. LHD only.

The SDB system (for compatible telephones only) includes 2 direct dialing buttons to the SEAT

Answer 24 h. Service and the emergency centre SEAT Assistance.

Assembly requirements for models with standard PT1 pre-installation:

Interface.

Connection flex.

Dashboard bracket. LHD only.

Microphone.

Aerial adaptator.

Telephone bracket SDB.

Assembly requirements for models without standard PT1 pre-installation:

Interface.

Connection flex + micro.

Connection flex.

Dashboard bracket. LHD only.

Telephone bracket SDB.

Two options for the aerial:

Aerial option 1:

Dual ceiling aerial (radio + telephone).

Extension cable for dual aerial.

Aerial adaptator.

Aerial option 2:

Flat aerial (hidden under scuttle panel).

Kit of loudspeakers to improve the sound quality in the car. Includes 2 treble and 2 bass speakers.

Power 35W. To be fitted in the parcel shelf.

High quality and deep sound. With a Bass Reflex enclosure and a 190W RMS amplifier. Frequency

response, 10 Hz-30 KHz. Signal/noise ratio 90 dB. Low pass frequency range 40 Hz-240 Hz. Input

signal 100 mV a 100v. Woofer 8” (202 mm), impedance 4 Ohm, frequency response 26Hz - 1Kz.

Sensibility 87dB. Max power 80W.

Radio-CD compatible with MP3 and ID Tag stickers. With USB plug-in and Bluetooth. Extractable

front and control remote. Output power: 4x40W.

Power 4x20W. 30 pre-set positions. Plays MP3 and CD audio. Fast forward and rewind speed.

Telephonemuting. Telephone sound through driver’s speaker. CD changer control. Speed-dependent

volume control. Anti-theft security code.

Radio-CD with 30 presets with flip-down detachable faceplate. Multicolour LCD screen. Tuner

comes with RDS. Traffic and News functions. Plays CD-R, CD-RW and MP3. Recognises multiple

recording sessions and CD-Text. Volume control SDVC, that changes with vehicle speed. Phone

connection and mute. With 4 amplifier outputs. Maximum power: 4x55W.

000051455

000051460

6L0051600

000051651 SDB

1M0051651 SDB

6L0051600

3B0035711A B41

000051661

Depending on

application

000051651 SDB

000051650 SDB

6L0971172

6L0051600

Depending on

application

1M0035505D

1M0035723

000051661

000051660

6L0051609

1P0051701

6L0051014

6L0035186A

000051115VC

Exterior
Alloy wheel 14”.

Alloy wheel 15”.

Alloy wheel 16”.

Alloy wheel 17”.

Anti-theft device for wheels.

Anti-theft wheel bolts.

Valve caps.

Customised sill guards

4 doors.

Sill guards Sport

4 doors.

Colour-coded dual bulb

headlamp kit.

Foglights.

Rear lights.

Diadem white-look

indicator lamps.

H3 blue Xenon lamp set.

H4 blue Xenon lamp set.

H7 blue Xenon lamp set.

Bulb kit for single

bulb lamps.

Bulb kit for dual bulb lamps.

Chromed decorative grille.

6x14’’, DEVA design, ET43, 5 x 100 PCD fitment, 5 spokes, silver metallic colour. Includes

hubcap cover with SEAT logo.

6x15’’, BEDIA design, ET43, 5 x 100 PCD fitment, 5 spokes, silver metallic colour. Includes

hubcap cover with SEAT logo.

6,5x16’’, SEAT Sport Speedline, ET43, 5 x 100 PCD fitment, 10 spokes, silver metallic colour.

Includes hubcap cover with SEAT logo.

7x17’’, SEAT Sport OZ, ET 43, 5 x 100 PCD fitment, 5 spokes, silver metallic colour. Includes

hubcap cover with SEAT logo.

Maximum security for alloy wheels. Its innovative system uses the original wheel bolts of the car.

It includes 4 safety bolts, 2 special keys and one torque-wrench.

Anti-theft protection for alloy wheels. Includes 4 security bolts, 4 protection covers for bolt heads,

2 security keys and 2 extractors for the covers.

Set of 4 universal units, manufactured in aluminium and personalised with SEAT logo. Special

protection layer.

Personalised with themodel name. Made of laser-engraved stainless steel. Protects the doorframe

from scratches and impacts and reinforces the vehicle’s sporty style.

SEAT Sport laser-engraved stainless steel. Protects the doorframe from scratches and impacts

and reinforces the vehicle’s sporty style.

Kit in bodywork colour.

Red finish.

Metallic silver finish.

Perfect distribution of light. Includes all the components required for fitting.

Silver colour finish.

Black colour finish.

White coloured lamp set with orange light.

For dual bulb lamps. Increased safety to see and be seen better, with a blueish light that is more

comfortable for the driver. Complies with EU regulations ECE-37.

For single bulb lamps. Increased safety to see and be seen better, with a blueish light that is more

comfortable for the driver. Complies with EU regulations ECE-37.

For dual bulb lamps. Increased safety to see and be seen better, with a blueish light that is more

comfortable for the driver. Complies with EU regulations ECE-37.

Bulb kit containing bulbs: headlamp halogen H4, position 5w, number-plate light R5w, indicator

or brake light P21w, indicator PY 21 w, side indicator WY 5w, position and brake P21/5W,

number-plate light L 12v 5 w, fuse 10 mA, 15 mA, 20 mA, 30 mA.

Bulb kit H3+H7 and H1+H7 containing bulbs: headlamp halogen H3, halogen H7, position W5w,

number-plate light R5w, indicator or brake light P21w, indicator PY 21 w, side indicator WY 5w,

position and brake P21/5w, number-plate light L 12v 5 w, fuse 10 mA, 15 mA, 20 mA, 30 mA.

Includes 3 pieces to bemounted on front grille. High resistance ABS chrome. Includes the necessary

components for fitting.

6L0601025F

6L0601025G

6L0071490

6L0071491

000071500

000071510A

000071470

6L5071500

6L5071510

6L0052180R

6L0052180G

6L0052160

6L5052250G

6L5052250N

6L0052010

6L0052003

6L0052004

6L0052007

000052004A

000052037A /

000052017A

6L0052531

Wing mirror coating.

Chrome finish exterior

door handle covers.

Hatchback moulding.

Spherical gear knobs.

Colour-coded standard

gear knob red finish.

Allen gear knob.

Sports gear knob red / black.

Colour-coded gear lever

gaiter red finish.

Hand brake cover.

Air vent trim kit.

Gear lever surround.

Dashboard trim kits.

Central armrest.

Leather armrest.

4 door trim kit.

Chrome finish gauge cover.

Casing for wing mirrors. Chrome / chrome matt finish.

The exterior door handle covers provide a colour contrast with the paintwork from the rest of the

car. For black / car colour handles.

Manufactured in high resistance ABS. Gives a personal touch to your vehicle. Chrome / matt

chrome finish.

Aluminium and Air metal finish for 5-speed / 6-speed.

Leather and Air metal finish for 5-speed / 6-speed.

Aluminium and carbon fibre finish for 5-speed / 6-speed.

Leather and carbon fibre finish for 5-speed / 6-speed.

Aluminium and black leather finish for 5-speed / 6-speed.

Aluminium and red leather finish for 5-speed / 6-speed.

Enhances the sporty look of the vehicle’s interior. For 5-speed / 6-speed.

SEAT Sport exclusive design. Leather and aluminium finish for 5-speed / 6-speed.

SEAT Sport ergonomic design. Aluminium finish.

Enhances the sporty look of the vehicle’s interior.

Red finish.

Black finish.

Technical aluminum finish.

Set designed to bring out central and side air diffusers.

Chrome finish.

Matt chrome finish.

Technical aluminium finish.

Printed finish.

Chrome finish colour-coded.

Matt chrome finish colour-coded.

Technical aluminium finish.

Printed finish.

Dashboard trim kit air conditioning - aluminium finish.

Dashboard trim kit Climatronic - aluminium finish.

Leather armrest fitted with a useful and practical storage compartment. Comes with all the

necessary elements for assembly.

Punched leather armrest fitted with a useful and practical storage compartment. Comes with all

the necessary elements for assembly.

The decorative door trim kit in aluminium enhances the door opening.

Gauge cover (speedometer, rev counter, indicators). Chrome / matt chrome finish.

000072500 / 000072500A

000071302A /

000071302B

6L5071360 /

6L5071360A

5P1064320 / 5P1064320A

5P1064321 / 5P1064321A

5P1064322 / 5P1064322A

5P1064323 / 5P1064323A

6L0064325A / 6L0064326A

6L0064325AR / 6L0064326AR

6L0064300R / 6L0064306R

6L0064335 / 6L0064336

6L0064320 / 6L0064322

6L0064301R

6L0064310R

6L0064310N

6L0064310AL

6L0072300

6L0072300B

6L0072300A

6L0072301

6L0072400

6L0072400B

6L0072400A

6L0072401

6L0064703

6L0064703A

6L5061000

6L6061000

6L6064731

6L6072311 / 6L6072311A

Interior



Interior Safety
Sun roller-blind.

Back seat thermal box.

Portable thermal box.

Electric air freshener.

Air freshener refills.

Air conditioning

Climatronic kit.

Semi-automatic air

conditioning to Climatronic

transformer kit.

Semi-automatic air

conditioning.

Touch-up pencils.

Original car care products.

Sun roller-blind to be fitted in the rear window’s interior. Protects from the sun’s rays, maintaining

visibility through the rear window. Ideal for preventing dazzling night lights. Ready for installation.

The thermal box armrest (15 litres) can be fixed to the seatbelt on the front passenger seat or

rear seats.

Thermal boxwith temperature indicator and control system to avoid discharging the vehicle battery.

Practical and easy to handle. Can be taken out of the car.

Extension cable.

Transformer.

Rechargeable electric air freshener, works with car’s cigarette lighter. Available with 6

interchangeable fragances.

Red fruits refill.

Wet grass refill.

Mixed fruits refill.

Mint fresh refill.

Ocean refill.

Elegance refill.

Automatically regulates the temperature, humidity and airflow inside the car. Pollen filter. Optimises

the air conditioning and increases the system life-span. Easy to install and comes with original

spares cover and assistance at all SEAT centres.

Allows the transformation of the air conditioning to Climatronic. Automatically regulates the

temperature, humidity and airflow inside the car. Pollen filter; optimises the air conditioning and

increases the system life-span. Easy to install and comes with original spares cover and

assistance at all SEAT centres.

All systems featuring ecological refrigerant 34. Includes all original components to ensure quick

and easy installation, plus any parts-related coverage, warranty and assistance within the entire

SEAT commercial network.

To repair small scratches. Exact shades of colour to guarantee the shine and resistance of the

original paint. Complies with environmental protection regulations.

Insect remover and window cleaner.

Upholstery cleaner.

Wheel cleaner (SEC).

Leather treatment.

Dashboard care.

Concentrated windscreen-cleaner (1:100).

Liquid grease de-icer for locks.

Wash and wax shampoo.

Car wax polisher.

Windscreen wash concentrated with de-icer (-55°C) 500 ml.

Windscreen wash concentrated with de-icer (-55°C) 1000 ml.

Windscreen de-icer.

Winter kit (windscreen de-icer + windscreen wash + dashboard care + de-misting cloth +

ice scraper).

Summer kit (dashboard care + wheel cleaner + wash and wax shampoo + sponge +

polishing cloth).

6L5064100

000065203

000065200

000065201

000065202

000091500

000091500FR

000091500HS

000091500FM

000091500MC

000091500OC

000091500EL

See references

depending

on the engine

6L0065950

See references

depending

on the engine

check references

00S096300S 020

00S096301S 020

00S096304S 020

00S096306S 020

00S096307S 020

00S096311S 020

00S096313S 020

00S096316S 020

00S096318S 020

00S096319S 020

00S096320S 020

00S096322S 020

00S096352 015

00S096350S 015

Light sensor.

Light sensor.

Parking sensors

2 sensors / 4 sensors.

Parking sensors

2 sensors on licence plate.

Horn alarm.

Siren alarm.

Safety seats for children.

Recaro footrest.

Recaro belt cushion.

Recaro comfort cushion set.

Recaro comfort pack.

Recaro impact cushion.

Autosock snow chains.

Spikes Spider snow chains.

Warning triangle.

Reflective jacket.

First-aid kit.

Automatic switch on system for headlights. Increases security when driving. Regulates the on-off

lights depending on the natural light intensity. Comeswith all the necessary elements for assembly.

Easy installation. For single bulb lamps.

Automatic switch on system for headlights. Increases security when driving. Regulates the on-off

lights depending on the natural light intensity. Comeswith all the necessary elements for assembly.

Easy installation. Only for dual-bulb headlamps.

Activated when the vehicle is put in reverse gear, acoustic signal is activated when object is

within a distance of 160 cm. The acoustic frequency progressively increases up until a distance

of 30 cm.

Activated when the vehicle is put in reverse gear, acoustic signal is activated when object is

within a distance of 160 cm. The acoustic frequency progressively increases up until a distance

of 30 cm.

The alarm can be re-programmed for the electric system CAN BUS. Easy installation.With volumetric

sensors to protect the interior of the car.

The siren alarm can be re-programmed for the electric system CAN BUS. Easy installation. With

volumetric sensors to protect the interior of the car.

Child safety seat Peke G0 Plus for children up to 15 months (up to 13 kg).

Child safety seat Peke G1 Isofix Duo Plus. For children aged 8 months to 4 years old (9 to 18 kg).

Child safety seat Peke G3 Plus. For children aged 3 to 12 years old (15 to 36 kg).

Child safety seat Recaro. Fully adjustable seat for children between 9 months and 12 years old

(9 to 36 kg). Maximum security and easy to fit. Seat and back ventilation. Aluminium chassis.

Personalised SEAT Sport/Recaro.

Adjustable base which works as a child’s footrest giving extra comfort and support.

The Recaro belt cushion avoids irritation produced by excessive rubbing from the security belt.

Only available in black.

The comfort set of cushions considerably improves the comfort for young passengers during long

journeys. Only available in black.

The Recaro comfort pack improves comfort during long journeys. Only available in black.

The Recaro impact cushion secures the passenger distributing the pressure over a larger surface

area, which enables more comfort and security in case of sudden breaking. Only available

in black.

Improves adherence on ice or snow. Made from 100%washable textile. Fast and easy installation

and storing. Includes transport bag. For tyres 185/60-R14”, 195/55-R15” and 205/45-R16”

A system designed to have the chains installed in seconds and with the minimum effort. Requires

screws and spacers set 000091302W.

For tyres 185/60-R14”.

For tyres 195/55-R15” and 205/45-R16”.

Made of plastic reflective material. Greater stability provided by large supporting legs. Collapsible,

includes storage box. Complies with regulations (E127R03566).

Reflective jacket in yellow. Complies with regulation EN471-95.

Presented in a flexible bag shaped to fit into the appropriate corner of the boot. Contains all the

required first-aid components and complies with EU regulations (DIN 13164).

000054755

000054756

000054752A /

000054751A

000054753

000054600

000054600A

000019220A

000019221A

000019222A

000019950A

000019951

000019954

000019955

000019956

000019958

000091301 058

000091302A

000091302B

000093056A

000093900SA

6L0093000

Sport
Full package containing: Oversized 313 mm Brembo disks, 4 piston calipers and high

performance metal brake lines.

Stainless steel oval exhaust tailpipe finish in chrome, personalised SEAT Sport.

For 1.4 TDI ƒ 51 kw / 59 kw - 1.9 TDI ƒ 74 kw engines.

For 1.9 TDI ƒ 96 kw engines.

For 1.2 MPI 47 kw - 1.4 MPI 55 kw / 63 kw - 1.6 MPI 74 kw engines.

For 1.9 TDI ƒ 96 kw - 2.0 MPI 85 kw engines.

For 1.9 MPI 74 kw engines.

For 1.6 MPI 74 kw engines.

Suspension settings developed by SEAT Sport. Reinforces the vehicle’s safety by optimising

steering and increasing braking stability. SEAT Sport logo.

Spring kit developed by SEAT Sport. Reduces the height of the vehicle, reinforcing its

sports performance.

Front suspension spring kit for TDI ƒ - SDI.

Front suspension spring kit for petrol engines.

Rear suspension spring kit.

Specific kit for SEAT Cordoba. Reduction in height increasing stability for sporty driving. Enhances

sporty behaviour without compromising on comfort. Developed by SEAT Sport.

The strut brace is manufactured in high resistance aluminium and provides better stability and

sporty performance. It also increases the body life, avoiding torsions when bending. Improves

suspension behaviour. For sport and competition use. SEAT Sport logo.

Manufactured in aluminium and rubber, gives a sportier look to the pedals and improves the

sport feel.

Race-look cover for the fuel filler cap. Manufactured in chromed ABS to avoid any fading caused

by sunlight maintaining its original look.

Carbon is the main material used to breathe life into the Carbon Cupra bicycle. An element which

was reserved for top-class competition is now available for you to enjoy.

The aluminium Cupra bicycle is designed to cope with the most aggressive descents and the

keenest cyclists.

Ideal for built-up areas, the City Cupra bicycle fits into any boot once it’s folded up. It’s light and

features an advanced gear changing system.

Washable polyester cover with protection against light and aging. Red cover with silver SEAT logo

on the bonnet. Perfectly fits to your car’s shape. Comes with transport bag.

Washable cover in red with the SEAT logo on the bonnet. Perfectly fits the vehicle’s shape.

Includes a bag for transportation.

Rubber mat with brand logo. 2 fixation points in driver’s mat and 2 in passenger’s mat.

Black.

Grey.

6L6071450

6L5072002

6L6072311

6L6072311A

6L6072311B

6L6072311C

6L6072311D

6L6072311E

6L0071690 /

6L0071691

6L5071610

6L5071620

6L5071630

6L5071603 /

6L5071604

6L0071710

000071700

6L0064700

000099252A /

000099252B

000099253A /

000099253B

000099254

6L5061700

6L5061701

6L1061500 041

6L1061500 528

Velpic mat set.

Carpet mat set with black

plastic footrest.

Sport mat set with

aluminium footrest.

Sport mat set

with textile footrest.

Mudflaps front / rear.

Tow bar.

7 pin electric connection.

13 pin electric connection.

Tow-hole panel.

Surfboard rack.

Ski rack - 4 / 6 pairs.

Bicycle rack.

Bicycle hoist.

Roof box 300 l.

Roof box 450 l.

Fastening strap kit.

Ratchet fastening strap.

Set of 4 black mats. Made in tufted velour. Anti-slip treatment and standard fixation system.

Guaranteed impermeability. Thermoshaped to tray shape. Car model identification embroidered on

the front’s mat.

Black.

Grey.

4 piece carpet mat set (2 front mats, 2 rear mats) made of velour. PVC footrest. Including anchoring

system on driver’s side. Embroided logo with the model of the car on front mats.

4 piece carpet mat set (2 front mats, 2 rear mats) in black. Including anchoring system. Features

SEAT Sport logo. Aluminium footrest.

4 piece carpet mat set (2 front mats, 2 rear mats) in black. Including anchoring system. Features

SEAT Sport logo. Textile footrest.

Conforms and adjusts to the vehicle’s shape. Black colour.

Detachable tow bar with automatic security lock and bumper cover. Use only with electric kit.

Use together with tow bar. With 7 pin electric connection (with factory preinstallation).

Use together with tow bar. With 13 pin electric connection (with factory preinstallation).

Plastic cover for the tow bar hole. Includes the outline to indicate where to place the panel. Specific

for SEAT Cordoba.

Four rigid rubber supports adapted perfectly to the board’s surface. Polyamide straps for holding

and transporting 1 or 2 surf or windsurf boards with masts. Requires roof bars.

Made from anodised aluminium with rubber-coated supports and anti-theft locking device with

key. Requires roof bars.

Thermoformed plastic frame. Anti-theft locking device and key. Requires roof bars.

Allows effortless lifting of one bicycle onto the roof of the car. Easy transportation thanks to

handlebar and saddle bindings. Light aluminium bars. Steel and aluminium pieces coated with

black polyester paint. Requires roof bars.

Roof box with a capacity of up to 300 l. (125 x 90 x 34 cm.) Opening available on both sides. Easily

adjustable to the roof bars (pre-installation required) and made with highly resistant material.

Roof boxwith a capacity of up to 450 l. (160 x 100 x 44 cm.) Opening available on both sides. Easily

adjustable to the roof bars (pre-installation required) and made with highly resistant material.

For light load transportation. Includes 2 wide and 2 narrow straps with tensioning mechanism

to fix objects onto roof bars or inside the boot.

For securing heavy loads. Includes a hook and a tensioning mechanism to carry loads securely

and effortlessly. Personalised SEAT Sport.

6L5061225 041

6L5061225 528

6L5061227 041

6L0061500

6L0061510

6L0075111 / 6L6075101

6L5092155

6L0055203A

6L0055204A

6L5803595

445071127

3B0071129D /

3B0071129E

6L0071128A

4D0071128D

000071180

000071180A

000017770

000017771

Maintenance

Journey

Brembo brakes kit.

Sporty exhaust pipe.

Aluminium instrument

panel mask.

Sports suspension kit for

TDI ƒ - SDI / petrol engines.

Suspension spring kits.

Suspension kit.

Front / rear.

Strut brace,

except 1.8 20 v. turbo.

Sport pedals.

Race-style fuel filler

cap trim.

Carbon Cupra bicycle

high / low.

Aluminium Cupra bicycle

high / low.

Foldable bicycle City Cupra.

Canvas cover.

Elastic cover.

Rubber mat.

Upholstery


